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ABSTRACT
A decision support system is introduced that automates dynamic aircraft
scheduling and fleet routing. Interactive graphics-based schedule construc-
tion and modification tools automate the dynamic scheduling of aircraft of
a single-type aircraft fleet and the out-of-kilter algorithm is employed to
automate their routing. With the out-of-kilter algorithm, either the min-
imum fleet size required to serve a complete schedule or the routes that
aircraft of a fleet of fixed size should serve in order to maximize fleet in-
come can be determined. Since many scheduling scenarios can be easily
constructed and evaluated, fleet routing solutions that achieve planning
goals, while satisfying organizational constraints, can be quickly obtained.
As a result, significant improvements in aircraft scheduling and fleet routing
productivity and quality are possible.
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Chapter 1
introduction
The development of a working aircraft schedule plan' within an air
transportation organization is a formidable task. A schedule plan has to be
constructed that not only achieves the goals of geographic, frequency and
departure time planning,but also satisfies the constraints of fleet size and
maintenance and crew schedules.
The development of a working schedule plan is an iterative process that
tries to route aircraft onto flights of a schedule, meet the planning goals and
satisfy operational constraints. Presently, the development occurs manu-
ally, whereby aircraft are routed on a schedule chart. Since adjustments to
the schedule plan or the aircraft routes can require the erasure of existing
flights and the addition of new ones onto the chart, the iterative construc-
tion of a schedule plan can be time-consuming.
After a working schedule plan has been finalized, many occurrences can
require rescheduling of flights and rerouting of aircraft: maintenance and
'Definitions of schedule-related terms are given on p.18.
crew schedule changes, adverse weather conditions, or new demands for ser-
vice. This rescheduling is called dynamic scheduling and usually occurs
under time-pressure.
Because even dynamic scheduling can be time-consuming, the need has
been recognized for a computer-based system that would facilitate the de-
velopment of working schedule plans. However, since the computer is still
less versatile than the human mind in making decisions, the development
of an efficient man-computer interface has been focused upon [1]. Such an
interface has been referred to as a decision support system (DSS) 12,3].
In order to gain acceptance, a DSS should, ideally, simulate tried and
true schedule construction and modification methods. As part of an evo-
lutionary increase in the effectiveness of a DSS, however,it is desirable to
also include operations research models for optimization of fleet routing. In
this work, a DSS is presented that combines both features. It employs in-
teractive graphics-based schedule construction and modification tools and
optimization routines based on the out-of-kilter algorithm [4,5,6,7 for fleet
size determination and fleet routing. The use of the out-of-kilter algorithm
for fleet routing was already proposed by Simpson [8] in 1969.
The following chapter covers respectively the theory of the out-of-kilter
algorithm, its application to fleet routing, the tools for schedule plan con-
struction and modification, and examples of fleet routing optimization.
Chapter 2
The Out-of-kilter Algorithm
2.1 The Minimum Cost Flow Problem
The minimum cost flow problem is a linear programming problem which
has the following formalization:
minimize E cijz;;
isjEA
subject to : zik - , zki = 0 VEN
ikEA kiEA
0 4, ix,,uq; Vij W EA
,where zig is the amount of flow in arc ij, cii is the cost a unit of flow
incurs in ij, 4, and u,, are respectively the lower and upper bounds on z;;,
and A is the set of arcs and N is the set of nodes in the graph of the network.
The optimal solution to the minimm cost flow problem is a set of flows
in the arcs of a network which has a minimum total cost. In addition, the
flows in this set are conserved at every node of the network and remain be-
tween the upper and lower bounds on the flows in the arcs of the network.
The optimal solution to the minimum cost flow problem is obtained when
any of the following conditions are satisfied for every arc in the network:
k = ci; + h - IL < 0 when x; = ugg
Ziy > 0 when zig = t5
k = 0 when 153;ziy<_ugy
,where Il; is the simplex multiplier for node i. An arc that satisfies
one of the above optimality conditions is said to be in-kilter, otherwise,
it is out-of-kilter. Since Zij appears as a single variable in the optimality
conditions, the kilter state of the arc ij can be conveniently represented
in a Z5 vs zij or kilter diagram. The mapping of the kilter states corre-
sponding to the optimality conditions for arc ij then results in a kilterline
of the form shown in Figure 1 (see Appendix A).
2.2 The Out-of-kilter Algorithm
An algorithm has been developed that modifies the arc flows and node
multipliers in order to bring every arc of the network in-kilter; it is called
the out-of-kilter algorithm.
The out-of-kilter algorithm requires an initial set of values for the arc
flows and the node multipliers; usually, all of these values are equal to zero,
but this need not be the case. Indeed, the values of the arc flows and node
multipliers of a problem that differs only slightly from the one studied are
also acceptable. After the arc flows and node multipliers have been
initialized, the algorithm searches for all out-of-kilter arcs in the network
and attempts to bring them in-kilter, one by one. There are two algorithms
in the out-of-kilter algorithm which can accomplish this task: one that ad-
justs the arc flows and one that modifies the node multipliers.
The former algorithm is a labelling algorithm that seeks to change the
flow in an arc ij that is out-of-kilter. Depending on the value of Zi,, it
either increases or decreases the flow from i to j. In both instances, a
flow-augmenting path from respectively j to i or i to j has to exist in
the network in order for the flow to be conserved at i and j. The node
labels - i and j - are by convention reversed in the first case, so that the
flow augmenting path always goes from i to j.
The arcs that are included in the flow-augmenting path can be forward
or reverse. A forward arc is included in the path if either
'eg > 0 and z,, > t;
or Egy < 0 and z,, > uq
and a reverse arc is added if either
Egg < 0 and zig > uq
or Eg > 0 and z;; > i.
These acceptable kilter states are shown in Figure 2.
Since no arc that is already in-kilter should be brought out-of-kilter and
no distance between an out-of-kilter arc's position in the kilter diagram and
its kilter line should be increased, flow changes of too great a magnitude
in the arcs of the flow-augmenting path are prohibited. To this end, the
labelling algorithm assigns two labels to every new node of the path. One
label is the label of the node that precedes the new node in the path from i
(with, in addition, a + or - that indicates whether the new arc is forward
or reverse). The other label is an integer whose value is the maximum addi-
tional amount of flow that can be sent along the path without moving any
arc in the path beyond its kilter line. This flow increment is the smaller of
the previous flow increment and the maximum flow increment possible in
the new arc of the path. The new arc's maximum flow increment equals:
for a forward arc ij: 1, - xi when Egg > 0
u,; - xi when Eg <; 0
for a reverse arc ij xig - 4, when gij > 0
z;; - ugg when Egg < 0.
When the endnode j of the out-of-kilter arc ij has been labelled, a flow-
augmenting path has been found (a breakthrough has occurred) and the
value of j's flow increment label is added to the flow in every arc of the
flow augmenting path. Hereafter, all label pairs of the nodes of the path are
discarded and the kilter state of ij is determined once more. The labelling
algorithm is applied to ij until ij is either in-kilter or no flow-augmenting
path is found (a non-breakthrough has occurred).
In the latter case, the second algorithm is employed to aid in bringing
the out-of-kilter arc in-kilter. This algorithm changes the value of the node
multipliers of the labelled nodes whose incidents arcs link labelled and un-
labelled nodes by an amount M which is the minimum of:
-The minimum of Egg for all forward arcs ij linking labelled and
unlabelled nodes for which Eg > 0 and tq<xi < ug.
-The minimum of |eq | for all reverse arcs ij linking labelled and
unlabelled nodes for which Eg < 0 and t4 < xzjgujg.
-Infinity.
The first two cases are shown in Figure 3. The new values of the reduced
costs of the forward and reverse arcs will therefore be, respectively, ?Eg-M
and Z,,+M. As a result, at least one arc's new position in its kilter diagram
will be on the horizontal segment of the kilter line and no arc's position will
be beyond this segment. If M has an infinite value, however, no feasible
flow exists and the out-of-kilter algorithm then terminates. If infeasibility
has not occurred, the second algorithm will have prepared at least one
more node for labelling by the first algorithm - thereby extending the flow-
augmenting path - or the out-of-kilter arc will have been brought in-kilter.
In the latter case, the out-of-kilter algorithm searches for a new out-of-
kilter arc; otherwise, it restarts the labelling process from node i, since
changes in the node multipliers may have affected the effective capacity of
the flow-augmenting path.
Eventually, the out-of-kilter algorithm either has brought all out-of-
kilter arcs in-kilter, in which case a minimum cost flow has been found, or
has not been able to find a flow augmenting path for an out-of-kilter arc,
in which case no feasible flow can exist in the network, due to a conflict
between flow constraints.
2.3 Fleet Routing With The Out-of-kilter
Algorithm
The out-of-kilter algorithm can be applied to various network-related
mathematical models of realistic problems when the cost parameters of the
minimum cost flow objective function are changed, or arcs or arc param-
eters are added to the original network. Consequently, the out-of-kilter
algorithm can solve some of the most common network flow problems:
maximum flow, shortest path, assignment, transportation and transship-
ment problems. This fact clearly demonstrates its power and usefulness.
On the following pages, the application of the out-of-kilter algorithm to
mathematical models of two common and closely related air transportation
problems is discussed:
- Find the minimum size of an aircraft fleet, so that all flight
segments of the schedule plan are served.
- Find the optimal flights (which accomodate the flight segments of
highest "value") over a schedule plan for an aircraft fleet of fixed
size.
A flight segment of a schedule plan is a non-stop connection between
two airfields at a paricular date and time and a flight represents the se-
quence of flight segments assigned to a single aircraft for service; the geo-
graphic trace of a flight is called a route. The schedule plan is then a
collection of flight segments that are to be served, or can be served, within
a planned time horizon.
Two types of schedule plans will be converted into mathematical models
that are suitable for solution with the out-of-kilter algorithm. The first type
of schedule plan, the daily schedule plan, consists of flight segments that
are to be served on a daily basis and whose flights (rotations) usually 1 orig-
inate and terminate at the same airfield, where the aircraft will overnight.
The second type of schedule plan, the multiple-day schedule plan, con-
tains flight segments that have been planned for service during a period of
at least one day. The aircraft of a fleet assigned to this schedule plan can
therefore overnight at stations along their route and do not have to return
to the station at which their flight originated.
The value of a flight segment can have several meanings, depending
on the nature and circumstances of the flight segment or the objectives of
the people who have an interest in it. The value of a commercial flight
segment, for example, might be its revenue, whereas the value of a military
flight segment might be directly related to the priority of its cargo.
'An exception is presented on p.31.
One important restriction to the application of the models is that nei-
ther one can satisfy the optimization criteria for a fleet of aircraft of mixed
type. A fleet routing problem for a mixed-type aircraft fleet will therefore
have to be decomposed into subproblems according to each aircraft type.
The type of schedule plan determines the form of its equivalent network,
which in turn influences the identity of the mathemathical model. Arcs,
nodes, lower and upper bounds and flow costs on the arcs are the building
blocks of a network that corresponds to a schedule plan. Flight, ground
and cycle arcs and station event nodes provide the framework of the
network. Here, a station event corresponds to an arrival' or departure of
a flight segment and a ground arc connects two successive station events.
In the case of a daily schedule plan, the cycle (overnight) arc links the last
station event to the first at each station in the schedule plan. The arcs and
nodes of this schedule plan can be graphically represented as a schedule
chart, as shown in Figure 4. In the case of the multiple-day schedule plan,
the network also contains arcs that connect the "first" station events with
a source node and arcs that connect the "last" station events with a sink
node. One cycle arc connects the sink node with the source node and there
are no overnight arcs in this network, which is shown in Figure 5.
The optimization problem and the type of schedule plan determine the
mathematical model and the values of the parameters of the arcs in the
network. The arc parameters are presented in Figure 6 and the mathemat-
ical model formulations in Figure 7.
2In practice, the arrival time is converted into an earliest time of departure, or "ready"
time.
The values of the arc parameters for the first optimization problem -
determining the minimum fleet size - are identical for the daily and multiple-
day schedule plans. The "value" of a flight arc is negative, reflecting its
revenue or negative cost. Since the first optimization problem is actually
reduced to the counting of the minimum number of aircraft needed to serve
all flight segments of the schedule plan, both the lower and upper bound
on the flow in the flight arcs are equal to one, so that exactly one air-
craft will serve each flight segment. As is shown in Figure 7, for the daily
schedule plan network the sum of all cycle arc flows equals the fleet size:
E cxzi = E z,,. For the multiple-day schedule plan network,no
ijEA ijEcycle arc
overnight arcs exist and the fleet size is consequently equal to the flow in
the cycle arc ts, zt,.
The mathematical models for the second optimization problem - finding
the optimal flights in a schedule plan for an aircraft fleet of fixed size - are
not as straightforward as the previous mathematical models; a few concepts
need to be introduced before they can be explained:
-The daily ownership cost of an aircraft, doc, is a measure of
the daily expense associated with the ownership and operation of
an aircraft; it has a positive value.
-The take of an aircraft: E cixji , where ij is an arc in
ijEflight arC
the network representing a flight segment of the aircraft's flight.
-The net take of an aircraft: E ci zij + doe
ijfligMs arcs
-The net take of an aircraft fleet is the sum of the takes of all
aircraft in the fleet:
-for the daily schedule plan: E cijzi + doc ( zij)
ijEflight area ijEcyle arc
-for the multiple-day schedule plan: E c,,zxi + doc zg
ijEflight are*
-The maximum doc is that doc for which the net take of the
aircraft fleet becomes zero.
For the second optimization problem, the objective is to maximize the
net take of the aircraft fleet. In order to describe the mathematical models
in minimum cost form, the objective functions in Figure 7 are the negative
of the fleet net takes given above. Both mathematical models now contain
the additional constraint that the fleet size cannot exceed a given number,
FS. As is shown in Figure 6, the lower and upper bounds on the flow in
the cycle arcs of the daily schedule plan network, t, and uc, can be set to
values that reflect restrictions imposed on the number of aircraft that can
overnight at the airfields. The default values are respectively 0 and oo, so
that an indefinite number of aircraft can overnight at each airfield. The
lower and upper bounds on the flight arcs, if and u, can also be changed,
so that several aircraft can simultaneously serve a given flight segment. For
the multiple-day schedule network, u, determines the maximum fleet size,
while the flight arc flow bounds allow for not more than one aircraft to
serve each flight segment. For both networks, the daily ownership cost is
assigned to the cycle arc(s).
As was described above, the solution to the first optimization problem
consists of the minimum fleet size necessary to serve all flight segments of
the schedule plan. It is obtained by employing the out-of-kilter algorithm
once and summing the flows in all the cycle arcs.
The solution to the second optimization problem consists of the fleet size
and the flights assigned to each aircraft in the fleet. The solution method
for the fleet size determination is based upon the fact that the net take
of each aircraft in the fleet has to be positive; if there are aircraft whose
take is less than the daily ownership cost, they are to be removed from
the aircraft fleet and the aircraft in the remainder of the fleet can then be
assigned new flights, which may include individual flight segments of the
discarded flights if these increase their take. Since the daily ownership cost
thus indirectly sizes the aircraft fleet, it assumes the role of control vari-
able in the iteration procedure that maximizes the fleet's net take, while
satisfying the fleet size constraint.
The iteration procedure arises from the use of a Lagrange multiplier
technique and is explained with the aid of the following scenario. Suppose
that an initial doc, doc1, results in a fleet size fs, larger than FS, as shown
in Figure 8. This situation can occur when FS is less than the fleet size
necessary to serve all flights in the schedule plan. Since fs decreases with
increasing doc, doc1 is added to doc until fs is less than or equal to FS. At
doc3, fs is less than FS and doc3 is therefore decreased by an amount equal
to one-half of the original increase in an attempt to reach the FS mark.
Since fs is still less than FS at doc4, doc4 is again decreased, so that doc2
is reached anew. Now, however, only one-quarter of the original increase
(one-half of the previous decrease) is added to doc2. In this case, the iter-
ation procedure terminates at doc5 because the termination criterion is
now satisfied: fs is equal to FS.
If the aircraft fleet is larger than is necessary to serve all flight seg-
ments in the schedule plan, it is decreased to the maximum fleet size for
the given schedule plan before the iteration procedure is started. In sec-
tion 3.2, it is shown that this procedure results in a significant reduction
in computation time, because the solution is obtained after fewer iterations.
Upon termination of the iteration procedure described above, the out-of-
kilter algorithm has determined the fleet size and the set of flight segments
of the schedule plan that are served, but not the aircraft flights. The latter
are determined in a final employment of the out-of-kilter algorithm. First,
the arc flows and node multipliers are reinitialized and the cycle arc costs
are set to the final value of doc. Then, as each arc of the network is brought
in-kilter for the first time, the set of flight segments that are brought in-
kilter along with it are assigned a unique label. The time-ordered sequence
of those flight segments then forms the flight of a single aircraft in the fleet.
In this section, the determination of the minimum fleet size and the
set of flights corresponding to a given fleet size was presented as a pair of
optimization problems for two schedule plans, a daily and a multiple-day
schedule plan. A solution to these problems with the out-of-kilter algorithm
led to the conversion of the optimization problems and schedule plans into
four distinct mathematical models. Whereas the solution to the former
optimization problem could be determined after a single employement of
the out-of-kilter algorithm, the latter optimization problem dictated an it-
erative solution to the fleet size constraint, based on the variation of the
generic daily ownership cost of the aircraft in the fleet. Aircraft flights came
into existence as batches of flight segments simultaneously brought in-kilter.
In the following chapter, the working of the schedule planning/fleet
routing DSS will be discussed.
Chapter 3
Interactive Dynamic Aircraft
Scheduling and Fleet Routing
The PASCAL procedures that collectively solve both optimization prob-
lems exist as two sets, one for the daily schedule plan and one for the
multiple-day schedule plan, and each set is imbedded within a copy of an
interactive aircraft scheduling program (IASP) that has been developed
under Version 3 of the Apple Macxl PASCAL Workshop. The features of
the IASP and the optimization problem solvers will be described hereafter.
Appendix B explains the data structure behind the networks that represent
the schedule plans.
3.1 The IASP for the Daily Schedule Plan
The IASP allows for the dynamic construction and modification of a
schedule plan because menu options can be moused to activate PASCAL
procedures that add, delete, move, or modify flight segments displayed on a
schedule chart; presently, a maximum of 104 flight segments can be created.
Figures 9 through 22 animate the construction of a simple daily schedule
plan and the alteration of flight segment characteristics.
Upon selection of the add option, the IASP prompts for the flight seg-
ment's number, origin code name, destination code name, value and dura-
tion, as may be seen in Figures 9 through 131. After this information has
been input, a rectangle that depicts the flight segment appears and can be
moved with the mouse to the desired position on the schedule chart. For
any particular departure time, the vertical position on the schedule chart
is unimportant. The minutes past the hour of the departure time are dis-
played in the upper-righthand corner, as shown in Figure 14. Figure 15
presents a flight segment that departs from AAA at 2 pm and arrives at
BBB at 5 pm and has a value of 100.
In order to alter any flight segment characteristic, both the modify op-
tion and the flight rectangle must be moused; a new display then appears
as presented in Figure -16. If, for example, the flight segment's value is to
be increased to 200, the value bar is moused and the new value is input, as
is shown in Figure 17.
Figure 18 presents a schedule plan consisting of four flight segments be-
tween stations AAA, BBB and CCC. Any flight segment can be moved or
deleted by mousing both the corresponding option and the flight segment
rectangle itself. The result of selecting each option is shown in Figures 19
through 22; flight segment 104 is first moved and then deleted.
1Although the cost parameter of a flight segment is negative, the value of the flight segment
is input as a positive number,corresponding to the inflow of 'value".
The display can also be translated along the time axis of the schedule
chart. To this end, the time axis option is moused and the "time rectan-
gle" is moved; only hourly translations can be made. The time axis option
display is shown in Figure 23 (the time interval of the portion of the sched-
ule chart currently displayed is painted black) and the display resulting
from the translation of the time rectangle is shown in Figure 24.
Mousing the schedule option results in a tabular display of the sched-
ule plan, which may be seen in Figure 25.
With the station option, all arrivals and departures at two airfields of
the schedule plan can be seen. In addition, new flight segments between
those airfields can be added and existing flight segments can be deleted and
moved. The modify, schedule and end options all return the display to
the original schedule chart.
Figure 26 presents the station display for stations AAA and BBB. In
order to delete a flight segment, the delete option is selected and the
mousebutton is pressed when the mouse arrow is positioned over the flight
segment number of either the arrival or departure arrow, as shown in Fig-
ures 27 and 28.
In order to add a flight segment, its number, duration and value are
input and its arrival or departure time is selected by positioning the mouse
arrow in the desired "time field" and mousing at the desired time. This
sequence of events is shown in Figures 29 through 33. Flight segment 107
departs from AAA at 1530 and arrives at BBB at 1730. In Figure 34, the
four time fields are indicated; mousing in any one is sufficient to schedule
a flight segment between AAA and BBB. If the departure time is DT and
the arrival time is AT, then mousing in time field
1 fixes the AT of BBB to AAA,
2 fixes the DT of AAA to BBB,
3 fixes the AT of AAA to BBB,
4 fixes the DT of BBB to AAA.
A flight segment's arrival or departure time can be moved by selecting
the slide option, marking the arrival or departure arrow, as before, and
mousing at the new arrival or departure time, as shown in Figures 35, 36
and 37, where the departure time of flight segment 101 has been moved to
1410.
With the time axis option, the visible portion of each station's time
window can be changed independently. It suffices to select the desired
station option and move the time rectangle to its new position, as was ex-
plained before. In Figures 38, 39 and 40, station BBB is selected and the
visible portion of its time axis is translated.
As a result of the flight segment manipulations described above, the
schedule chart display now appears as shown in Figure 41.
The IASP offers an array of tools with which a schedule plan can be
constructed and modified. It also employs the schedule plan as an input to
both optimization options. Hereafter, the input to and output from both
optimization options will be described and evaluated for the daily schedule
plan.
3.2 Fleet Routing with the Daily Schedule
Plan
The input-output features of the optimization options will be identified
with the aid of the schedule plan presented in the form of the schedule chart
of Figure 42.
Upon selecting the first optimization option (1), the display becomes as
given in Figure 43. Four aircraft are needed to serve all flight segments and
they overnight at stations AAA, BBB, and DDD. The response time of .2
sec demonstrates the high speed with which the network is constructed and
the minimum fleet size problem is solved.
The second optimization option (2) requires as input the maximum
number of aircraft in the fleet and the daily ownership cost of the aircraft,
in addition to the schedule plan. As is shown in Figures 44 and 45, the flight
of one aircraft witha doc of -200 is to be found 2. The first part of the so-
lution is presented in Figure 46. The aircraft's net take is 360 - 200 = 160,
2 Again, the cost parameter of a cycle arc is positive, but the doc is input as a negative
number to account for the outflow of "value".
its maximum doc is 360 and it overnights at station AAA. The message
"grey flights are flown" points to the second part of the solution, which can
be seen after mousing. The grey (black here) flight segment rectangles that
are tagged with the aircraft number belong indeed to the flight aircraft 001
can serve, as may be seen in Figure 47. Aircraft 001's take is the highest
take a single aircraft can achieve for this schedule plan. Figures 48 and 49
confirm the answer of the first optimization option: four aircraft are needed
to serve all flight segments in the schedule plan. Since the doc was set at
-500, which is higher than the maximum doc of -265, the fleet net take
is negative. Although flight DDD-CCC-DDD has the same total value as
flight BBB-CCC-BBB, the progam assigns one aircraft to each flight. As
a result, flights that are not included in the final schedule plan, but could
be preferrable to flights of equal total value that are included, should be
checked for. An example is given in Figure 50. If only one aircraft is avail-
able, the program selects flight EEE-FFF-EEE, but either one of the other
two flights may be preferrable.
Under realistic conditions, some flight segments may become unservica-
ble at certain moments. Rather than deleting from the schedule plan the
flights whose flight segments cannot all be served, the IASP offers the op-
portunity to "remove" those flight segments and reoptimize the fleet routing
for the modified schedule plan. An obvious step would be to employ the
delete option to this end; however, if, for example, flight segment 109 of
Figure 47 is thus deleted, the display becomes as shown in Figure 51, be-
cause of a violation of the flow conservation constraint at stations CCC and
EEE: their number of arrivals does not equal their number of departures.
Instead of deleting the non-servicable flight segments, the modify option
should be employed; it suffices to select the value bar and input "out" to
"remove" the flight segment from the schedule plan3 . The flight segment
will then be displayed in light gray on the schedule chart. If flight segment
109 has become unservicable, a single aircraft will be rerouted from the
optimal flight shown in Figure 47 to the one shown in Figure 52.
With the u,l option, the flow bounds on any flight arc or cycle arc can
be adjusted. If the number of overnight aircraft at an airfield has to be
restricted, the word "stat" (short for station) and the station code name
and the upper and lower bounds have to be input, as shown in Figures 53
through 56 for station BBB, where the upper bound is set to 2. The number
of aircraft that can simultaneously serve a flight segment can be changed
by respectively inputting "fit", selecting the flight segment rectangle and
inputting the upper and lower bounds on the flow in its corresponding flight
arc, as shown in Figures 57 through 60 for flight segment 103. If both flight
segment 103 and 104 have an upper bound equal to 2 and the fleet size is
set to 5, the solution to option 2 is as shown in Figure 61. Two aircraft
now overnight at station BBB and serve flight segments 103 and 104.
Figure 62 presents a "shuttle" schedule plan between stations AAA and
BBB. The solution to option 2 reveals that two aircraft are needed to serve
both flight segments, as shown in Figure 63 (the doc was -100). In Figure
64, however, all flight segments have been labelled with '001'. The reason
is that they were all brought in-kilter simultaneously and therefore labelled
'in' reinserts the flight segment into the schedule plan.
accordingly. For any schedule plan, the presence of "shuttles", if not im-
mediately visible on the schedule chart, will always be noticeable from the
discrepancy between the actual fleet size and the maximum label number
of the flight segments in the schedule plan.
The schedule plan discussed above has served to explain the character-
istics of the IASP and the optimization options; a final, somewhat more
realistic schedule plan, will now be presented. This schedule plan will also
serve as a test case for the performance measurement of the optimization al-
gorithms for the daily schedule plan. The schedule plan is shown in Figures
65 and 66 and has been derived from a portion of an actual Scandinavian
Airline System flight schedule. Each row of flight segments represents a
complete rotation. Since there are six rotations, six aircraft should be re-
quired in order to serve all flight segments of the schedule plan. The solution
to option 1 confirms the fleet size and the overnight stations and is shown
in Figure 67; it was found after .8 sec. The solution to option 2 - with an
input of six aircraft for the fleet size and -100 for the doc - also confirms
the above result, but includes rotations different from the ones that were
apparent. This solution is presented in Figures 68, 69 and 70. The flight
segments belonging to the same aircraft can now be manually rearranged
so that they appear on the same horizontal line, as shown in Figures 71 and
72. The fleet net take for an aircraft fleet that flies the original rotations or
the ones found by the optimization procedures will naturally be the same;
if, however, one aircraft breaks down, it may not be obvious which rota-
tions should be served so as to minimize the loss in take; the optimization
algorithms will provide that answer. For the solution shown in Figures 73,
74 and 75, the fleet size was set to five, while the doc was kept at -100. The
fleet net take has decreased to 3815, which is attributable to the unservi-
cable flight. It is worth noting that the flights shown in Figures 74 and 75
are different from those in Figures 69 and 70 because the reoptimization
has reallocated the flight segments to the aircraft of the fleet. If only one
aircraft was available, it would serve the flight shown in Figures 76 and 77.
The SAS schedule plan example has been used to determine the perfor-
mance of the software. Figure 78 shows that the computation time grows
linearly with the schedule plan size. Figure 79 shows the variation of com-
putation time with fleet size for a fixed schedule plan. The computation
time for fleet sizes smaller than the maximum fleet size (6) varies from two
to three times the computation time for the maximum fleet size case, be-
cause the number of iterations required to obtain a solution varies with the
fleet size. The computation time for fleet sizes larger than the maximum
fleet size is, however, constant and approximately equal to the minimum
computation time, because the fleet size is automatically decreased to the
maximum fleet size before the iteration is started.
3.3 Provision for Maintenance Stopovers
Maintenance checks, regular or unexpected, are performed on all op-
erating aircraft. They are represented as maintenance arcs in the daily
schedule plan network, which force aircraft to undergo maintenance at a
particular station and time. A maintenance arc is depicted in Figure 94;
the cost of the arc is set to zero because maintenance accounting is normally
distinguished from flight service accounting. The addition of a maintenance
arc should not change the flow in the arcs whose finish time is less than the
start time of the maintenance arc if an out-of-kilter flow solution already
existed for the original network, this to avoid rerouting of the aircraft prior
to the maintenance stopover.
Figures 95 and 96 demonstrate the rerouting that can occur after a
maintenance stopover that has been introduced into a schedule plan. In
Figure 95, the flights of two aircraft have been determined with the second
optimization option. One flight includes flight segments 101 and 102, the
other includes flight segments 103 and 104. In Figure 96, a maintenance
stopover of 3 hours at station BBB - depicted by segment M01 - was added
and the flow bounds of segments 101 and M01 were set to 1 with the u,l
option. All flight segments are still served, but the flights have changed.
Whereas one flight now consists of flight segments 102 and 103, the other
consists of flight segments 101 and 104 and the maintenance stopover at
station BBB.
Figure 97 shows that aircraft 001 is not able to serve flight segment 104
if the maintenance stopover lasts until a time later than the departure time
of the flight segment.
3.4 The IASP for the Multiple-day Schedule
Plan
The flight segments of a multiple-day schedule plan are distinguished,
not only by the characteristics they have in common with the daily sched-
ule plan flight segments, but also by their day of occurrence. With this
program, flight segments can be scheduled within a time horizon of 999
days. The day for which the flight segment is scheduled simply has to be
input as part of the input of the flight segment characteristics, as shown in
Figure 80. In Figure 81, flight segment 101 has been scheduled for day 14.
If it has to be rescheduled, the day option should be selected and a new
day input, as demonstrated in Figures 82, 83 and 84, where flight segment
101 has been rescheduled for day 39.
Figure 85 presents the station display for flight segment 101. The day
for which the flight segment is scheduled now marks both the arrival and
departure arrows.
3.5 Fleet Routing with the Multiple-day
Schedule Plan
Figures 86, 87 and 88 show the solution to respectively option 1 and
option 2 for a flight scheduled for one aircraft that has a doc of -100. The
flight starts at station AAA at day 12 and ends 17 days later at station
FFF. The overnight stations of the flight are not explicitly shown, but can
be inferred from the days of occurrence of succesasive flight segments.
When two aircraft compete for the same flight segment and the take of
either aircraft would be the same, the program assigns the flight segment
to one aircraft, as shown in Figure 89, where the fleet size was set to one.
Flight segments that are not included in the final solution, but may be
preferrable, should therefore be inspected.
Figure 90 presents a schedule plan set to occur between days 1 and 12.
The schedule plan consists of three flights, as shown in Figures 91 and 92
(the doc was -100) . The solution was obtained after barely .3 sec. If only
two aircraft were available, their flights would become as indicated in Fig-
ure 93. The flight of aircraft 001 is now different from the one of Figure 92
because the aircraft had access to the flight segments of the "third" aircraft.
In this chapter, schedule construction and modification with the IASP
and fleet routing with imbedded optimization procedures based upon the
out-of-kilter algorithm have been described. It has been shown that a sched-
ule plan is easily built and modified and that optimal flights and minimal
fleet sizes are, in most cases, quickly obtained. Maintenance stopovers, if
carefully scheduled, can be integrated into a schedule plan with a minimal
loss of regular service. The usefulness of the solutions to the optimization
problems, however, ultimately have to be considered relative to constraints
and demands other than those related to the schedule plan itself. This fact
will be expanded upon in the conclusion presented hereafter.
Chapter 4
Conclusions
Computer-based schedule plan construction and modification tools, in
combination with out-of-kilter-based fleet routing optimization functions
create an effective decision support system for dynamic scheduling. Efficient
dynamic scheduling is achieved because of the straightforward interaction
between keyboard and mouse inputs and graphically displayed information.
The fleet routing optimization procedures provide answers quickly, but
their quality and applicability has to be assessed:
-Flight segments not included in the solution may be preferrable to flight
segments of equal value that are included.
-Schedule plan or fleet size changes may lead to a complete reconfigura-
tion of the aircraft flights. It would be necessary to reconfigure
maintenance and crew schedules accordingly.
-The proposed overnight stations in a daily schedule plan may not be
desirable, but constraints can be imposed to produce the desired
overnighting.
The need for assessing the quality of fleet routing optimization solutions
is unavoidable and defines and restricts the role of a decision support sys-
tem. This does not represent a real drawback, however, for many scheduling
scenarios can be quickly staged and interpreted in succession, so that a re-
alistic solution can be found which is fairly close to the "blind" optimum.
Since many alternatives can be evaluated, such a solution will certainly be
better than one that is obtained manually within the same time-frame.
The functions of the DSS presented in this work can be expanded and
refined. For example:
-The manual rearrangement of flight segments on the schedule chart
according to aircraft number can be automated.
-The input of maintenance segment characteristics can be separated
from the input of the flight segment characteristics; flow bounds on
the maintenance arcs can then be set automatically. The fixation of
flows in segments that finish at times before a given time can also
be automated.
-Software that correctly labels the flights of aircraft for shuttle plans
can be developed.
The software of this DSS, written in PASCAL, should be easily trans-
ferrable to computer systems with more advanced graphics features and
larger database capacities. In addition, this DSS should also be useful to
organizations other than those in the air transportation field, because the
segment rectangles and their characteristics can be easily redefined.
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Figure 19 - Flight segment 104 is about to be selected
for rescheduling
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Figure 20 - Flight segment 104 is being rescheduled
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Figure 23 - A new time interval is selected
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Figure 24 - The visible portion of the schedule chart
has been changed
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Figure 28 - Flight segment 103 has been deleted
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Figure 32 - Flight segment 107's departure time is selected
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Figure 35 - Flight segment 101 is selected for rescheduling
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Figure 36 - The arrow is moved to the new departure time
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Figure 38 - The time axis of either AAA or BBB
can be translated
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Figure 40 - BBB's time axis has been translated
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Figure 41 - Schedule plan resulting from previous
flight segment manipulations
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Figure 44 - Fleet size input for the fleet routing option
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Figure 45 - Generic daily ownership cost (doc) input
for the fleet routing option
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Figure 46 - Answer to the second optimization option
with fs=1 and doc=-200
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Figure 48 - Answer to the second optimization option
with fs=4 and doc=-500
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Figure 49 - Flights for aircraft in a fleet of four
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Figure 50 - Flight of one aircraft. AAA-BBB-AAA and
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Figure 51 - Attempt to delete flight segment 109 leads
to an imbalanced flow in the network
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Figure 52 - After flight segment 109 has been "removed",
aircraft 001 is rerouted
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Figure 53 - The flow bounds on a cycle arc are going
to be changed
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Figure 54 - BBB's cycle arc is selected
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Figure 55 - BBB's cycle arc lower bound remains 0
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Figure 56 - BBB's cycle arc upper bound becomes 2
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Figure 57 - The flow bounds on a flight arc are going
to be changed
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Figure 58 - Flight segment 103 is selected
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Figure 59 - Flight segment 103's flight arc lower bound
remains at 0
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Figure 60 - Flight segment 103's flight arc upper bound
becomes 2
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Figure 61 - Two aircraft now overnight at BBB
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Figure 62 - A "shuttle" schedule plan between AAA and BBB
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Figure 63 - Two aircraft are needed to serve the shuttle
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Figure 64 - Only one aircraft seems to be required
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Figure 65 - First part of a SAS schedule plan
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Figure 66 - Second part of a SAS schedule plan
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Figure 67 - Six aircraft are needed to serve all flight segments
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Figure 68 - Answer to the second optimization option
with fs=6 and doc=-100
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Figure 69 - Aircraft flights with fs=6 (first part)
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Figure 70 - Aircraft flights with fs=6 (second part)
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Figure 71 - The aircraft flights have been manually
rearranged (first part)
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Figure 72 - The aircraft flights have been manually
rearranged (second part)
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Figure 73 - Answer to the second optimization option
with fs=5 and doc=-100
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Figure 74 - Aircraft flights with fs=5 (first part)
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Figure 75 - Aircraft flights with fs=5 (second part)
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Figure 76 - Aircraft flight with fs=1 (first part)
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Figure 77 - Aircraft flight with fs=1 (second part)
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Figure 78 - Change in computation time with number of rotations
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Figure 80 - Input of day of occurrence of a flight segment
of a multiple-day schedule plan
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Figure 81 - Flight segment 101 has been scheduled for day 14
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Figure 82 - Flight segment 101's day of occurrence will be changed
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Figure 83 - Flight segment 101 is rescheduled for day 39
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Figure 84 - Flight segment 101 has been scheduled for day 39
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Figure 86 - One aircraft flies from AAA to FFF in 17 days
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Figure 87 - Answer to the first optimization option
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Figure 88 - Answer to the second optimization option
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Figure 89 - Flight ZZZ-BBB-CCC has been selected,
but AAA-BBB-CCC is also possible
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Figure 90 - Multiple-day schedule plan between days 1 and 12
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Figure 91 - Answer to the second optimization option
with fs=3 and doc=-300
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Figure 92 - The flights selected for the three aircraft
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Figure 93 - The flights selected for two aircraft
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Figure 94 - Schedule chart with maintenance arc
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Figure 95 - Schedule plan consisting of two flights
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Figure 96 - Aircraft are rerouted after a maintenance
stcpover has been introduced
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Figure 97 - Loss of service on a flight segment
when maintenance stopover is too long
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Figure 98 - The network data structure consists of a node
linked list and an are linked list
Appendix B
Data Structure
There is only one network that corresponds to a single type of schedule
plan, but there are many data structures that can represent a network.
The linked list, being a dynamic data structure, is an obvious choice here
considering the demands of a dynamic scheduling environment; it not only
conserves memory space, but also allows for rapid access to its records. A
node linked list and an arc linked list that are composed of records of the
format given below describe the network of a schedule plan:
node: record with
-a pointer to the next record
-the station code name
.-the time of arrival or departure
-the day of arrival or departure
-the simplex multiplier
-the first node label: a pointer to the preceding node
in the flow-augmenting path
-the sign of the first node label
139
-the second node label: the maximum allowable
flow in the flow-augmenting path
-a pointer to the arc record of which this node
represents one station event
arc: record with
-a pointer to the next arc record
-a pointer to a node containing information on the start
of this arc's flight segment
-a pointer to a node containing information on the finish
of this arc's flight segment
-the day of occurrence of the flight segment
-the lower bouad on the arc flow
-the upper bound on the arc flow
-the flight arc value or the aircraft daily ownership cost
-the arc flow
-the number of the corresponding flight segment
-the arc label: the number of the flight to which this
flight segment belongs
The node records are ranked alphabetically and sequentially; one node
precedes another in the linked list if it has an alphabetically higher station
code name or if it has the same station code name, but a later event time.
Ground and cycle arc records, identical to flight segment arc records, can
be created and linked to the arc list only after the node list has been cre-
ated because:
140
-The start and finish fields of the ground arc records have to point
to consecutive event pairs at each station in the node list.
-For the daily schedule plan, the cycle arcs have to point respec-
tively to the last and the first event at each station.
-For the multiple-day schedule plan, the source and sink arcs have
to point to all last and first stations events.
The node linked list and arc linked list of the daily schedule plan and
the relationship between their records are presented in Figure 98.
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